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Achieving Mission-critical Security

In a large network, distributed end-point storage devices make it 
difficult to track and lock down sensitive data. And with security 
patches and anti-virus/spyware updates, ongoing effort must be spent 
managing thousands of devices. With the introduction of mandates for 
new security conventions, administrators are challenged, more than 
ever, with deploying these conventions in a compressed schedule. 
PCoIP Zero Clients offer the perfect solution to these challenges, 
enabling IT administrators to protect sensitive data and achieve their 
mission-critical objectives.

PCoIP® Zero Clients 
PCoIP Zero Clients are ultra-secure, easy to manage devices that offer the 
richest user experience in a VMware Horizon View™, VMware Horizon DaaS and 
PCoIP high-performance remote workstation environment. PCoIP Zero Clients 
are also available in a variety of form factors which include stand-alone desktop 
devices, integrated monitors, and laptops. Deployments can be further simplified 
by using the PCoIP Management Console from Teradici® to configure and 
manage large zero client deployments.

Ultra-secure zero clients for VMware View and VMware Horizon DaaS 
VMware Horizon View and VMware Horizon DaaS together with PCoIP Zero 
Clients is the most cost-effective maximum-security virtual desktop delivery 
solution. Get more out of existing systems by using virtualization as the 
foundation for moving to a cloud computing environment. Reduce short term and 
long term IT costs and free up resources for strategic projects. Provide real-
time data analysis and real-time situational awareness across agencies. Ensure 
continued operations during emergencies and improve everyday productivity by 
providing remote access on a variety of devices without compromising security.

ultra-secure, 
easy to manage 
PCoIP Zero Clients 
offer the richest 
user experience 
while reducing IT 
expenditure

www.teradici.com/zeroclient



Comprehensive set of security 
attributes 
With no Windows/Linux OS and no 
hard drive, there is no better client 
on the market for security-critical 
deployments. PCoIP Zero Clients are 
well aligned with recent mandates for 
security conventions. This includes 
interoperability support for SIPRNet 
hardware token user authentication, 
IPv6 readiness, and 1000BASE-FX fiber 
connectivity.

No storage of sensitive data 
With no data storage at the endpoint, 
tracking and management of sensitive 
data in distributed storage devices is 
completely eliminated.

SECURITY OBJECTIVES

ll Control user data Maintain control of thousands of endpoints 
throughout the network to ensure 
sensitive data does not leak outside

ll Protect network devices Efficient management and monitoring 
of endpoint security and roll out of new 
security updates and patches

ll Deploy new security 
conventions

Ensure mandates for new security 
conventions are implemented on schedule

ll Reduce IT expenditure Maintain control over CapEx and OpEx 
expenditures related to IT security 
measures

PCOIP ZERO CLIENT SECURITY FEATURES

ll No local data storage

ll No persistent user data

ll AES-encrypted pixels sent by the host

ll No application OS or drivers to patch

ll No anti-virus needed (already secure)

ll 802.1x network authentication

ll SIPR hardware token support

ll IPv6 ready

ll Fiber support (100BASE-FX)

ll Support for CAC/PIV smart cards

ll No x86 processor

Zero management 
With no hard drive, and no x86 
processor or Linux operating system, 
PCoIP Zero Clients are stateless 
hardware devices that require the least 
amount of management as there are 
no virus or new video codecs to update.

Superior cost management and 
device longevity 
PCoIP Zero Clients simply decode 
encrypted pixel data and manage USB 
devices. With processing and encoding 
managed by the host, a simple, 
straight-forward endpoint device 
ensures unparalleled device longevity. 
The need for frequent hardware 
replacements or memory upgrades is 
eliminated, and the cost of ownership 
is minimized with superior ease of 
management.

Knowledge base articles detailing security features are available at 
techsupport.teradici.com

“PCoIP Zero Clients have allowed us 
to deploy a secure desktop for our 
users without having to provide the 
users with a device on their desktops 
which may have sensitive data stored 
on it. In other words it has allowed 
us to ensure that sensitive data is 
kept in the data center.”
I.T. MANAGER, GLOBAL GOVERNMENT 
MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATION PCoIP Zero Client

Persistent application data 
locked down in VDI server

Only encrypted PCoIP 
pixels are sent

No application data is ever 
delivered to PCoIP zero clients
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